
WHAT ARE THE MAIN SECTIONS OF A TYPICAL BUSINESS PLAN

Business plans give vision and strategy, and they're crucial for here's a summary of the seven main sections of a
business plan and what.

Give the reader an idea of the experience of the other key people in the business. The financial section of the
executive summary should include the projected income and cash generated during the first three years, and if
you are seeking funding, a clear statement of how much is needed to fund the project. Any factors which
directly impact your ability to repay your loan should be included, such as acquisitions, sale of the business in
future or a buyout. The type of distribution network you choose will depend upon the industry and the size of
the market. For example, your business will be better because you will supply a full line of products;
competitor A doesn't have a full line. Though pricing strategy and computations can be complex, the basic
rules of pricing are straightforward: All prices must cover costs. The second method is to group competitors
according to their various competitive strategies so you understand what motivates them. A four-person
management consulting firm may produce a leaner plan focused on service expertise and industry experience
compared to a employee widget maker, which would also have to describe products, manufacturing
techniques, competitive forces and marketing needs, among other details. A crucial document in securing
funding from creditors and investors, the business plan should be well organized with a focus on specific
strengths that set your business apart from the competition. As we've mentioned already, the distribution
strategy you choose for your product will be based on several factors that include the channels being used by
your competition, your pricing strategy and your own internal resources. The marketing paragraphs should
include information about the size of the market, sales forecast, demographics of your potential customers and
competition, and your competitive advantages. Therefore, it is advisable to have an introductory page in your
financial plan explaining in plain English the key assumptions and how each one was determined. Marketing
and Sales Management Describe the marketing strategy and how you intend to drive sales. How effectively
you can achieve your distribution, pricing and promotional goals determines the extent to which you will be
able to garner market share. Doing so helps you refocus your productivity on the most lucrative profit streams.
In order to project market share over the time frame of the business plan, you'll need to consider two factors:
Industry growth which will increase the total number of users. Execution Use this business plan section to
outline your marketing plan, your sales plan, and the other logistics involved in actually running your
business. This section will also include a summary of your business's place within the industry. Financial Plan
One of the final elements in your business plan is the financial statements. Wholesale distributors. Detail
whether the business is a sole proprietorship, partnership or corporation, who its principals are, and what they
will bring to the business. Along the top, write down two column headers: "weakness" and "strength. In this
section of the business plan, you need to distinguish your business from the competition , persuading the
reader s of your plan that your business will be able to compete successfully. For many business owners, this
is the most important section, and much time is devoted to developing it. Now that you understand why you
need a business plan and you've spent some time doing your homework gathering the information you need to
create one, it's time to roll up your sleeves and get everything down on paper. Focus on the following nine
elements when drafting a business plan for your small business. This is important if you're seeking funding;
the investor will want to know just how dependable your information is, and won't risk money on assumptions
or conjecture. The point of the competitive analysis section is to make sure you understand what you are up
against. Market Analysis Include in this section a description of the industry, information on your target
market, evaluation of your competition and market test results. Add to Queue Opinions expressed by
Entrepreneur contributors are their own. If you provide services, describe them and their value proposition to
customers. If available, mockups of any labels, trademarks or service marks should be included. Sales
Potential Once the market has been researched and analyzed, conclusions need to be developed that will
supply a quantitative outlook concerning the potential of the business. You can click each of the above links to
jump directly to that business plan section. Support may come in the form of advertising, promotions and
customer service. Financial documents This is where you provide the numbers that back up everything you
described in your organizational and marketing sections. This includes: Advertising. Key elements that should
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be included are: Business concept. Some customers may not pay for 30 days or longer, which means the
business needs a cash balance to operate.


